Coming soon! A **Special Living Option (SLO)** to build *intercultural connections*

**Fall 2019:**
**The Global Engagement Community**

**A New Residential Option at Penn State University Park**

**What?** This living-learning community will promote a *dynamic* exchange of global and local perspectives at Penn State. Student residents will:

- Enjoy **interactive, intercultural** learning opportunities
- Form **meaningful intercultural peer relationships**, and
- Create **global awareness service projects** on campus and in the community

**Where?** Beaver Hall (75 beds)

**When?** Starting in Fall 2019

**Who?** International and domestic students who want to build intercultural relationships and a globally-minded culture at Penn State.

---

**We ARE . . . a global community!**

*For more information, please contact the GEC team at nla12@psu.edu.*

---
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